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Abstract
Proper and dignified care for an aging population, especially those 
with Stage I&II Alzheimer’s disease is a challenge. To stay and live 
in one place as conditions progress irreversibly is perhaps one 
of the areas where architecture could make a contribution. In 
addition to patients, the needs of caretakers and visiting family 
members play a role in the program for a new facility. As an 
architectural premise, the focus is directed toward an environment 
that is memorable, provides basic comfort, and instills a sense 
of belonging. Essentially, the proposal advocates an architecture 
made operational by providing spaces that enable deep archaic 
memories which seem to remain present in the psyche of 
Alzheimer’s patients even in advanced stages.

In this thesis, the archaic spatial quality is primarily sought through 
reflection of nature inside the built environment. The assumption 
is that sensory stimulation along with spatial orientation can be 
assisted with a memorable architecture as a series of distinct 
stimulating environments. The distinct spatial quality should help 
to achieve a better level of independence for a patient through a 
more clear environmental understanding.

A site in Falls Ridge Preserve in Montgomery County, Virginia 
offers a waterfall as a significant natural event. This idyllic location 
was selected to offer residents sensory stimulation by presenting 
or framing the strong natural environment combined with other 
stimuli, such as a patio with a scent of the forest, or a spa with a 
precise beam of light projected on its walls.

Even subconsciously, this distinctive scenery perhaps can serve 
as a reminder of pleasant past experiences. Although, differences 
in perception due to a person’s background, culture, gender, 
and past experiences may exist, the thesis assumes that deep 
archaic notions are universally shared. In other words, well 
designed places have a particular atmosphere that can speak to 
everybody, regardless of their background, even when impacted 
by Alzheimer’s. Memory in another sense is not for processing 
the past, but for guiding the future. In short, the thesis focuses on 
how to use architecture to bridge between nature and memory, 
the present and past, to offer a better sense of orientation, and 
perhaps a closer connection to nature. 

Overall, this thesis claims that architecture has a ability to capture 
transient moments in its tangible forms. These forms provide 
the context in which the occupants enact their lives, connecting 
memories with spatial relationships.  A space with strong qualities 
draws from deep memory and forms a bridge between the present 
and the past.
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5 Essential Sensory Processing Elements: 

 − Lighting 
(Different levels of natural and artificial lights are utilized in specific areas to set 
the atmosphere for various activities taking in place in the building, and serve as 
a method of way-finding intuitively)

 − Sound 
(Sounds of the waterfall splashing on rocks, the creek flowing through the 
pebbles, wind blowing through the leafs, and birds singing in the forest all serve 
together to create this serene yet stimulating environment)

 − Temperature 
(All four seasons are on display in the central courtyard. From sunrise to sunset, 
the residents wound be able to observe it and adapt to the natural timing and 
seasonal changes in temperature and humidity levels to achieve some level of 
inner balance.)

 − Smells 
(The pleasant scents of spring blossoms in the forest, the fresh aroma after the 
summer downpour, and the smell of snow in the clean winter days all play as key 
elements in revoking a person’s memory. They connect their current sensory 
environment to their past experiences.)

 − Touch 
(The rough surfaces of the concrete panels,  polished concrete floors in the 
institutional areas and the warm touch of the wood and fabrics in the residential 
units help the resident distinguish the potential functions of the space through 
unique material languages.)
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7 Design Principles: 

 − Autonomy

 − Assisted living units connected to larger scale service areas

 − Non-institutional appearance both inside and out for the residential units

 − Visual and physical access and connection to outdoor spaces

 − Open plan for viewing daily activities (sense of transparency) to avoid spatial 
confusion for the residents

 − Rhythm of walls and spaces for place-making

 − Waterfall serves as the essential element to provide sense of orientation
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Program List:

 − Residential units

 − AD Daycare Program (outpatient care) 

 − Family Suites

 − Outdoor walkways

 − Entertainment

 - Spa

 - Craft Room

 - Dining + Cooking

 - Library

 - Gallery

 - Wellness Center

 - Garden
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Because of water’s enormous flexibility, it 
is considered  one of the most complex and 
most fascinating of the natural compounds.  
The site of my thesis surrounds a waterfall 
located at Fall’s Ridge Preserve. A circular 
grid was created to orient the building 
towards the waterfall, forming inner 
courtyard using the river as its natural 
boundary.

As the massing developed, set backs were 
created based on the natural landscape to 
provide an outdoor patio space for each 
“block”. The patios merge the boundaries 
of interior and exterior, and help extend 
the massing into the surrounding 
landscape.

A looping bridge idea began to develop, 
the intention behind it is to create this 
circulation element that connects all the 
blocks and also extends to the other side 
of the river. It provides places where the 
visitors can walk and stop as they want, for 
example standing underneath the waterfall 
and embracing the misty air on their skin.
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The Resident units are constructed 
of a glu-lam post and beam system 
to add a warm residential feeling to 
the interior spaces. Therapy rooms 
are woven into the common areas 
seamlessly to create a friendly living 
environment for the elderly.

Resident

Located at both ends of the 
building, constructed mainly of 
concentric and radial concrete walls, 
with a steel frame supporting the 
roof. The aqua units connect the rest 
of the facility to the river and waterfall 
on site. The units provide sound and 
thermal stimulation with the touch 
of light sweeping through the space 
creating constantly changing 
scenery.

Aqua Unit

Located at the middle of the 
building, constructed of similar 
concentric and radial concrete 
walls as the aqua units. Common 
areas contain programs such as 
library, galleries and a cafe to better 
serve the visiting family members. Also 
therapeutic amenities are provided to 
the AD daycare program.

Common
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Arrival
Aqua UnitsPools Resident Units Resident Rooms

Common
Treatment Rooms

& Changing Rooms

Treatment Areas

& Nursing Stations

Library Gallery

Waterfall
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The concentric walls (indicated in red) ripple outward, cast with 
vertical wooden formwork to povide a visual cue of the wall for the 
patients. 

The radial walls (shown in green) align directly to the center point of 
the circular grid. The formwork is horizontal to direct the occupant’s 
sight to the inner courtyard and waterfall.

The two types of walls almost never touch each other, leaving gaps 
between them so light can shine through to emphasis the pattern of 
the formwork. By distinguishing those two types of walls a material 
rhythm is established throughout the interior spaces to guide the user 
in a subtle way.
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A timber frame construction is used for the residential units, 
expanding free of the walls for the exit stairs. Those large timber 
beams and posts resemble the traditional house construction of the 
region.
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Site Plan
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Aqua Unit 1 

Resident Balconies

Wall merging to earth

Common area patios
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Outdoor plaza and bridge

Stairs to landscape

Steps to waterfront

Aqua Unit 2
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Aqua Unit #1

Located near the stream, Aqua unit #1 can be accessed 
from the main lobby. The interplay of light and water 
create a beautiful dance of reflections on the concrete 
walls. 

The sound of the forest and the warm spring water 
combine their sensory healing properties with an idyllic 
landscape. This creates a unique stimulating and healing 
environment.
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Lobby

This double height space welcomes residents and visitors 
alike with key activities on display through the open layout. 
The waterfall is framed prominently in the background to 
provide a clear sense of orientation. The immediate access 
to an aqua unit, spa, gallery, and cafe spaces allows this 
area to function as a hub for the facility. Direct light spills 
over the floor from the full height windows, and diffused 
light washes down the concrete walls, giving residents a 
clear sense of direction. The custom light feature creates a 
rain-drop effect above the reception table in order to help 
furnish a soothing atmosphere.
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Dinning & Cafe 

A wooden floor and ceiling is employed in this area to 
create a more intimate and relaxed mood for dining. The 
raised wooden floor echos the users footsteps, allowing 
them to interact with the space. The horizontal concrete 
formwork draws the eye towards the waterfall vista. An 
indoor-outdoor relationship is established with the full 
height windows that lead to the dining patio. 
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Lounge & Treatment Room

Located within the resident units, the treatment rooms 
are woven into the lounge areas where the residents can 
overlook the natural landscape and the waterfall. This 
creates a low stress environment for both the patients and 
the stuff members. 
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Sample Resident Unit

The exposed wooden structure in the residential units 
creates a more homelike atmosphere, more reminiscent 
to indigenous housing materials. The furniture is highly 
customizable, providing patients with a sense of ownership 
and control over their space. Each room has a private 
balcony for a greater sense of freedom, while restricting 
their physical access to the outdoors.
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Aqua Unit #2

Located near the waterfall, Aqua unit #2 is reserved only 
for the residents. Starting from a fully enclosed hallway 
with sauna rooms, the space slowly opens up to reveal 
itself, eventually leading to a outdoor infinity pool facing 
the waterfall.
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Bridge & Outdoor Plaza

The bridge connects the courtyard to the other side of the 
bank and leads people directly underneath the waterfall to 
experience the sound of water splashing on the rocks, and 
the mist in the air falling on their skin.

The outdoor plaza can be used for concerts and other 
group events.
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Aqua Unit #1 Section
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Aqua Unit #2 Section
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Lobby Section
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Resident Unit - Section
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Aqua units Sketch
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Lobby Sketch
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